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Chapter VIII

SECTORAL SUPPORT

I. For consideration of item 7 (g)of the Council’s a~nda, the Committee had before
i% document DP/1982/61~ con%aiming a note by the Administrator on sectoral support.

2. Introducing the item~ %he Assistant Administrator, Bureau for Programme ~olicy
and Evaluation, stated that the Administrator had presented the note mainly because of
the financial implications of the ceiling on programme resources for the special
budget line for sec%oral support. If expenditures incurred against this budget line
were to be con%aimed within the same limits as the main programme~ reductions ~ould

hs~@ %o be made. To this end~ the Administrator was presenting two options for the
consideration of the Committee~ (a) either maintain the ss~e real level of sec%oral
support services in !983 as in 1982 and scale down the support in 1984-1986 so tha%~
for the cycle as a whole~ the sec%oral support budget line would be subject to ~he same
Dro rata reductions as those in IPFs~ or (b) start applying title ceilings in 1983, 
that less severe cuts would be made i~ 1984-I~86,

3. With regard specifically to the SiDFA programme~ the Administrator proposed to
the Council that non-l~C Governments dra~ing upon SIDFA serv&tes should be ~equire d t°
contribute part of their cost, bearing ~n mind the consul~ations initiated by the
Administrator in this ~eg~rd~ s s well as the fact that the cost projections for SIDFAs
in 1982-1983 presente~ to the twenty-eighth session of the Council had assumed such

receipts.

Summar~ of discussion in the Committee

~. Members welcomed the introduction by the Assistant Administrator as well as %he
note by the Administmator. Several members expressed their support for the propos~l
that countries drawing upon the services of S~)FAs should be required to contribute
to the cost of the SItFA progr~mmes. These members emphssized that %he willing~0ess of
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Governments to contribute indicated the:~import~nce w~ich they attached ~o ~h~ S IDFA
programme. The fact that only seven Governments were willing to contr~but@ :~was~

mentioned in this context and questions were a~.dressed both to the secretariat and
to the representative of the United Nations Industrial Development Org~n±z~tiom ¯ ¯
(UNi~O) ~ in order to obtain information on why many Governments had dec~lined 
contribute to the SIDFA programme.

5. Other members indicated {hat the SI~FA pro~a~me should contihue to be financed
from UN~P resources and that any Government contributions should be voluntary. These
members could no~ accept that an obligatory charge be made to the countries drawing
upon the services of SIDFAs. It should therefore be recommended that the Administrator
continue to pursue the consultations on a possible Government contribution initiated
by him in response to decision 80/32. Some members also fel9 that it was for UNIDO
rather than for recipient Governments to share a higher proportion of the costs of
the SDFA programme. The U~IDO representative was called on to provide information
on the measures undertaken in response to operative paragraph 5 of decision 80/39~ in
~hich the Governing Council called upon the Secretary-General to m~ce all efforts to
increase UN~DO’s share of the cost of the SIDFA programme.

6. With regard, to the options for financing sectoral support in 1983 mentioned in
~he Assistant Administrator ~ introduction~ opinions were e~cpressed in favour of both
~ptions. A majority of members supported option (b) whereby main programme ceilings
vere to be applied to the sectoral support programme in 1983~ but many members
3upported. option (a) whereby cuts would be made starting in 1984. Some members
~tated that they were concerned over the possible high costs to UNDP of termination
?ayments if the scaling-down were to start in ].983~ whereas others stated that an
increase in the resources basis in the immediate future could not be expected and
bhat therefore the necessary cuts should be made starting in 1983. This would avoid
naintaining a higher level of finaneingthan the present resource situation permitted.

T. The representative of UNESCO stated that he hoped there would still be a
?ossibility for larger agencies to receive sectoral support financing in the future
~nd requested that the Council consider financing two UI’~SCO seetoral advisers in 1983
~s well~as in 1982 so that there would be sufficient time to prepare for paying these
)osts from UNESCO’s own resources~ starting im 1984.

~e~%nse of the ~dmmnms~ratlon and UNIDO

~. The Assistant Administrator~ replying to the questions raised in regard to
~I~)FAs~ stated that most Covernments which had rejected the invitation to contribute
~o the SiDFA programme had not indicated why they declined to contribute. I~ost of
;hem had simply said that they did not have the resources necessary to meet the
~40~000 which represented 25 per cent of the cost per year per SiDFA which they had
~een asked to contribute. In the view of the Administrator~ allocating the funds
~hich rema.ined~ after the SIDFAs in LDCs e~nd contributing countries had been paid
~or~ to countries not contributing would not be equitable~ nor would there be any
ncentive for non-contributors to start Co~ofinancing their SIDFAs.



9. Witl% respect to options (a) s~nd (1o)7 the Assistant A¢t~inistrator distributed
J a note explaining the financial impact on the s~ctol~i support budget of these

options. It was also explained that because of the uncertain financial situation~
agencies had been advised that no contracts for ~_~dvz~;e~s should be approved beyond
the end of 1982. Termination pavements were thus e~pected to be minimal~ even if
option (’%,) were chosen. Consequently~ -the Administrator proposed that the
resources ceiling should apply to the sSctbi~a~ support budget line with effect
in 1983.

¯ ]

I0. With regard to share of the cost of the SIDFA progrs~;~e being met from U~IDO~
its representative e~plained that UK!DO Had increased the allocation for SIDFAS~

duty travel out of its regular budget by 15 per cent~ that the UND0 JPO programme
was a valuable ’~omplement to the SIDFA programm~e~ that three countries had provided
trust funds to pay for three SID~,As~ and that UKIDO missions also helped fulfil ’
SIDFA functions.

II. After some further debate~ the Committee decided to recommend that the
following draft decision be adopted by the Council:

The Gore r ni~_mc__ib

Recall in__~ its decisions 80/30 of 26 June 1980 and 81/39 of 30 June 1981~

Having; ~ considered the note by the Ac!ministrator on sectorat support (DP/1982/61)
and the views and comments of members thereon~

(a) Endorses the Administrator’s proposed allocation for sectoral support
activities in 1982~

(b) Decides to provide sectoral support financing in the future~ primarily to
the smaller A~encies

(c) Request s the Adi~inistrator to take the necessary steps in order to maintain
the sectoral support progra.~mne within the over-all financial resources of the
Programme

(d) Reaffirms that the sectoral support progr~me shall %e s-~£oject to the same
across-the-board percentage reductions as those in IPPs of all cot’atries~

(e) Authorizes tl~e A~ninistrator to finance the masimm~: number of SI-DFAs
possible within ezisting resources~ while contin<<in~£~ the consultations with
member States requeste<] in its decisions 80/~2 and 81/]9~

(f) Further decides that :for both host countries and other countries drawing
upon the services of a SEDFA~ priority shall be given to those countries that have
agreements as referred to in operative paragraph 4 of decision 8!/]9~ so that some
part of the total net cost for those services shall be financed from national IPFs
and/or other national soun~ces~ with a view to achieving ~o the e~tent possible a
share of one-q~arter o£ this cost~ to~king into a~cou~_t the particular situation of
the least {~eveloped cotultries



(g) Invites the attention of the Economic and Socis~l Council and the
General Assembly~ at their next regular sessions, to the urgent need for L~-IDO
to bear an increased share of the cost of the SIDFA programme~ and,

(h) Decides to review progress in this matter at its thirtieth session.

12. Four members of the Committee wished to reserve their position with respect
to paragraph (g) of this decision. These members did not wish any additional
burden stemming from an increased D~ID0 contribution to the SIDFA programme to
cause an increase in the regular budget of the United !~ations.


